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Abstract. The objective of this study was to determine the mechanical power efficiency of a novel vertical-axis small water turbine generator for 
installation in drainage lines. A 3D model was created to evaluate the performance of each design. The system was designed, analysed, and calculated 
for the most suitable geometries of the water inlet, drainage lines, main structure, and water turbine wheels using computational fluid dynamics 
software. The diameter of the water turbine wheel in the numerical model was 48 mm. The control volume technique was used in the numerical 
simulation method, and the k-epsilon turbulence model was employed to find the computational results. For the Computational Fluid Dynamics 
(CFD), the appropriate mash element for each model section was generated for numerical simulation, which showed that the torque from the water 
turbine modelling varied depending on the time domains and was related to speed relative to the developed force. The maximum torque and 
maximum power that a vertical-axis small water turbine for installation in a drainage line could generate at a maximum flow rate of 0.0030 m3/s were 
0.55 N.m and 26.84 watts, respectively. Similarly, calculations with mathematical equations, found that the maximum mechanical power value after 
calculating the rate of loss within the pipe system was 12.95 watts. The forces generated by the speed and pressure of the fluid can then be applied 
to the structure of the water turbine wheel. The vertical-axis small water turbine for installation in a drainage line was analysed under its self-weight 
by applying a gravitational acceleration of 9.81 m/s2 in Solidworks Simulation software version 2022. The numerical simulations that resulted from 
this research could be used to further develop prototypes for small water turbines generating commercial electricity. 
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1. Introduction 

Energy generated from water can be considered clean 
energy. Water is a natural resource with a very high potential 
for generating electricity from its movement and has the added 
benefit of not polluting the environment (Sritram et al., 2017; 
Chen et al., 2021). At present, hydro power is becoming more 
popular as a renewable form of energy because the cost of 
production is low compared to other energy sources (Olatunji et 
al., 2018; Tiaple et al., 2008). Usually, the production of 
electricity from water requires the construction of large dams 
and relies on the difference in water level (head) as the main 
variable in energy generation. A significant level of difference is 
required to create flow rates with high speeds. The flow speeds 
of water in streams and rivers can also be used to design water 
turbines that generate electricity. Saving water and energy 
continues to be one of the world’s top priorities and this is likely 
to remain the case in the near future (ESHA, 2010).   Over recent 
years, there has been a great deal of research supporting the 
idea of creating new forms of electricity that rely on the water 
flow in closed pipelines to generate electrical energy for various 
equipment such as data recorders and water leak sensors (Chen 
et al., 2013). A water turbine is a device used to extract energy 
generated from the water flow in a pipeline. Installing water 
turbines in pipeline systems has been studied and fluctuations 
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revealed in pressure systems of different origins and 
destinations (Thomas et al., 2019). Therefore, technical 
information such as flow rate, flow pressure, pipe sizing, and 
pipe fittings is very useful in the design of highly efficiency water 
turbines for installation in pipelines. This is because the pressure 
loss in the flow rate must be considered (Muhammad et al., 
2021). The Mueang Phitsanulok District in Thailand is known to 
have a large network of water supply pipes. This is true for 
several large urban areas and urban communities in the 
provinces, but they are often not used effectively to generate 
energy in comparison to developed countries. In addition, the 
sewer pipes from buildings and houses in Phitsanulok Province 
are still underrepresented in terms of generating energy from 
sewage. The sewer pipes from buildings and houses can also be 
modified for power generation. In recent times, feasibility 
studies have been undertaken on power generation using a 
pico-hydraulic turbine from sewage flowing in pipes (Uchiyama 
et al., 2016; Ghada et al., 2022). The sewage from sewer pipes 
includes rainwater and water, as well as waste released by 
humans and manufacturing operations into the sewers (Cabra, 
2014; Tahir et al., 2020). Sewer systems also contain human 
waste from homes, workstations, and industrial sectors. 
Besides, a report on the design of water turbines for extracting 
energy from sewerage reveals that the runner features a hollow 
drum around the main axis to allow waste material to pass 
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through. Wastewater comprises domestic hair and vegetable 
waste, as well as culinary garbage and human waste. To 
properly create electricity from sewage, turbines must remain 
free from clogging caused by waste (Sinagra et al., 2014; Tahir 
et al., 2020). According to the principles and significance of 
pipeline energy production, resulting activities include 
researching and developing small water turbines for use in 
drainage systems to generate electrical energy. Therefore, the 
development of different types of water turbines that operate 
effectively according to the type of work is currently very 
important, because water turbines capable of generating 
electricity as a kind of fluid machinery are important for 
hydroelectric power generation.  

Small water turbines for installation in pipelines are 
classified into vertical and horizontal axis according to their 
rotation. Vertical-axis turbines have the advantage of operating 
independently of incident flow direction and achieving higher 
efficiency at lower speeds. Based on the driving force, vertical-
axis turbines are either drag- or lift-based. Water turbines have 
been studied, investigated, and introduced through numerous 
research projects. (e.g., Ghada et al., 2022; Chen et al., 2013; 
Hasanzadeh et al., 2021; Jiyun et al., 2018; Ma et al., 2018; and 
Samora et al., 2016). However, these studies revealed that the 
power output of a vertical-axis small water turbine for 
installation in pipelines is rather low, with considerable 
accompanying pressure losses. This can have a considerable 
impact on the overall picture of price and performance in 
generating electricity. Therefore, the design of working systems 
to predict behavior prior to actual construction is critical in 
practice (Posew et al., 2016). At present, a large number of 
designs and measurement tools are available for water turbines 
that generate electricity, such as various test equipment and the 
rotational meter, torque measurement and instruments for 
measuring power, as well as vibration meters. The design, 
building and testing of a real prototype require significant 
investment making it unpopular among modern researchers. 
Consequently, a new approach involves the introduction of 
technology to computational fluid dynamics to help design the 
flow field. In addition, finite element analysis is used to simulate 
the structural strength of the water turbines, etc. (Yeo et al., 
2019). The OpenFOAM program has been used to help simulate 
vertical axis turbines installed in piping systems to monitor 
performance (Temidayo et al., 2018). A study on fluid dynamic 
simulation has been conducted using the Autodesk Flow 
Simulation program to assess the hydroelectric feasibility of 
turbines in pipes for water line optimization based on the time 
series of water supply rates (Jiyun, et al., 2017). Other, studies 
have been conducted on optimizing the shape and geometric 
parameters of blocks for speeding up numerical simulation 
methods to improve the efficiency of water turbines using the 
ANSYS FLUENT 14.5 program (Culafic, et al., 2020). Besides, 
studies on the distribution of stress values occurring in water 
pipe structures have been conducted with the stress analysis 
module in the Autodesk Inventor Professional version 2016 
(Autodesk Inventor, 2015). The results from the previously 
mentioned research demonstrate the importance of designing 
and simulating the numerical effects of water turbines in 
generating electricity for installation in pipeline systems. 
Therefore, it is necessary to recognize the significance of 
unused energy patterns within the drainage lines of buildings or 
houses and researchers are becoming increasingly interested in 
them. Thus, the design of low-cost water turbine blade wheels 
and the proper installation of a newly designed turbine kit in 
Thailand’s drainage line systems require the use of 
computational fluid dynamics and finite element analysis 
techniques.  

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 1 The problems in this research are: (a) a specially designed water 
pipeline layout (Marco, 2015); (b) parts that obstruct the flow of water 
turbines in pipes (Muhammad et al., 2021) 

 
According to previous research on water turbines installed 

within a piping system, the cost of design and production is very 
high since pipe sizes need to be designed with specific cross-
sectional areas. Moreover, the installation still requires 
equipment inside the pipe, such as nuts and screws, directly 
affecting the loss in flow rate, as shown in Fig. 1. Also, 
considering that a water flow rate enters one end of a piping 
system and leaves the other, a pressure drop or loss is 
inevitable. The friction caused by fluids rubbing against piping 
components and the interior walls of a piping system results in 
a pressure drop. 

Based on the issues depicted in Fig. 1, a new water turbine 
that could simplify installation and be attached to existing PVC 
water pipelines without changing the pipe size is proposed in 
this study. The installation process is determined by the shape 
of the sewer pipe with its cylinder structure and circular cross-
section, and the position of the water turbine is installed 
between the elbows at 45 degrees. The redesigned water 
turbine is presented in Fig. 2. Fig. 2 shows the design of a two-
wheel vertical-axis water turbine installed inside a parallel 
drainage line to reduce space and loss caused by the obstruction 
of water flow. The consideration of data was prioritized in the 
design since it determines the shape of the DC 12V Model 
GOSO F50-12V. A small generator, purchased from Shenzhen 
Global Technology, was also employed, (readily available on the 
market). Part 2: The data and installation location were then 
considered to enable the model to be properly assembled into a 
drainage line. 

The objective of this study is to design a new water turbine 
which can reduces the installation process, be attached to a PVC 
water pipeline readily available on the market without adapting 
the pipe size, and reduce the effects of flow loss caused by nuts 
and screws. Moreover, it can be applied to the drainage lines 
installed in selected areas of Phitsanulok Province, Thailand 
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Fig. 2 Position of the installation and design for a small vertical-axis 
water turbine 

 

2. Numerical Simulation Model 

2.1 CFD Model 

The incompressible flow pattern through turbomachinery is 
described using the continuum and momentum theory, known 
as the Navier-Stokes equation. The CFD model of a novel 
vertical-axis small water turbine for installation in drainage lines 
in this research can be seen in Navier-Stokes equations, which 
are expressed by Equations 1–4 (Mosbahi et al., 2019; McLean, 
2012; Muhammad et al., 2021; Anas et al., 2022; Wisatesajja et 
al., 2021). 
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Solidworks Flow Simulation software employs transport 

equations for the turbulence kinetic energy by using the   model 

(Patel et al., 2016; Nasir, 2013), which is shown in equations (5) 

-(8) (Sobachkin et al., 2013; Hosain et al., 2020). 
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where 𝐶𝜇 = 0.09, 𝐶𝜀1 = 1.44, 𝐶𝜀2 = 1.92, 𝜎𝑘 = 1,  𝜎𝜀 = 1.3, 𝜎𝐵 =

0.9, 𝐶𝐵 = 1 𝑖𝑓 𝑃𝐵 > 0, 𝐶𝐵 = 0 

If considering 𝑃𝐵 < 0, the turbulence viscosity is determined 

from 𝜇𝑡 =
𝐶𝜇𝜌𝑘2

𝜀
   

Note: In a simple flow experiment, water and air are used to 

calculate and determine the values of these constants. 

 
 

Fig.3 Details of the FEA Mesh Element  

2.2 FEA Model 

In this case, the governing equation for the linear static finite 
element analysis is determined by equation (9) 
(Lahamornchaiyakul, 2021; Vaishaly et al., 2015). 

 [𝐾]{𝑞} = {𝐹}     (9) 

where [𝐾]is Structural stiffness; {𝑞} Nodal displacement and {𝐹} 
Load matrix   

The finite element model consists of a node and an element. 
In this case, it is found that the degree of freedom has a 
maximum of 6 independent variables when considering only 
one node. The finite element model in this case is shown in Fig. 
3. 

3. Water Turbine Design 

In this case, the designing procedure consists of finding the 
parameters associated with the vertical axis water turbine 
generator for installation in drainage lines. They are as follows: 

3.1 Net Head (𝑯𝒏) 

In this study, the net head is the differences between the gross 
head and the equivalent losses (Patel et al., 2016). The net head 
in this study is shown in Fig. 4.       

𝐻𝑁 = 𝐻𝑔 − 𝐻𝑙     (10) 

Where 𝐻𝑙is the head equivalent for the different losses in the 
drainage line, 𝐻𝑔 is the gross head at the tank of the water 

turbine (Patel et al., 2016). 
In this study, the gross head of the small vertical axis water 

turbine for installation in a drainage line was determined in this 
study at 0.625 m. Consideration must be given to rainfall 
uncertainty when a small water turbine is installed in a drainage 
line. Moreover, it is difficult to ascertain from previous rainfall 
data on Phitsanulok Province how much water can be obtained 
from rain. Moreover, the average rainfall has the potential to 
drain into sewage systems to generate energy with a small water 
turbine. Phitsanulok Province is located at latitude 16.78 north, 
longitudinal 100.20 east, and about 44 m (144 feet) above sea 
level. The average rainfall throughout the year is about 1400.8 
mm. (Sukha et al., 2019). The majority of the area around 
Phitsanulok Province consists of structures with decks or 
buildings that have been partially transformed into smaller 
decks for water retention, as shown in Figs. 2 and 4. 
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Fig. 4 Illustration of the net head 

When it rains, the area is well-supported for water collection. 
Furthermore, the rainfall in the deck area is drained by sewer 
pipes in the next step. A diagram of the area receiving rainwater 
before being drained from the roof of a building is presented in 
Fig. 4. It can be hypothesized that the water level is constant 
and this information can be used as a starting point for water 
turbine design. 

3.2 Water Flow Rate (𝑸) 

In this study, the water flow rate is calculated by measuring the 
velocity of water and the cross-section area of the pipeline for 
water turbine installation, as give in equation (11). 

𝑄 = 𝐴𝑣  (𝑚3/𝑠)     (11) 

The water flow rate for the water turbine design in this research 

was selected as Q = 0.0010, 0.0015, 0.0020, 0.0025, and 0.0030 

m3/s, respectively. 

3.3 Water Turbine Power (𝑷) 

It is the power output that is produced by the vertical axis small 
water turbine generator for installation in the pipeline. The 
water turbine power can be determined as shown in equations 
(12). 

𝑃 = 𝜌𝑔𝑄𝐻𝑛     (12) 

3.4 Calculation of mechanical power under the rate of system loss 

This section presents, the harvested power of the vertical-axis 
small water turbine for installation in a drainage line. Rate loss 
due to rotation speed, arc of the blade, and length of the pipe 
can be determined by computational fluid dynamics (CFD), as 
shown in Table 1. The power output can be calculated 
according to the formula proposed by (El-Sayed et al., 2019). 

Based on the insights discussed above, approximately 80% 
efficiency is applied to the novel vertical-axis small water 
turbine generator for installation in a pipeline in this research. 

𝑃 = 𝜂 × ∆𝑝 × 𝑄                     (13) 

Data: 1. Efficiency ( ) 80% (0.80). 

2. Loss of pressure head (
Lh ) = 0.55 m. 

 3. Pipe diameter (
pD ) = 50.8 mm. (2 in) 

 4. Wheel turbine diameter (
oD ) = 48 mm. 

 5. Velocity ( v ) = 1.481 m/s. 

3.5 Turbine Speed ( N ) 

Turbine speed can be calculated from equations (14) and (15) 

(Ebhota et al., 2015; Abdulah et al., 2022). 

𝑁 =
𝜔×60

2𝜋
     (14) 

𝜔 =
𝑉

𝑅
  (𝑟𝑎𝑑/𝑠)     (15) 

where 𝑵 is the rotation speed (RPM), and 𝝎 is the omega 
velocity, while 𝑽 is the water speed and 𝑹 is the radius of the 
wheel turbine.     

For calculating the speed of the rotation of a water turbine, 
a flow rate of 0.003 m3/s was determined to calculate the water 
speed, which was found to be equal to 1.481 m/s. According to 
the design in this research, a water pipe with a diameter of 50.8 
mm was needed, so a water turbine wheel diameter of 48 mm 
was established. 

3.6 Design of blade spacing (𝒕𝑩) 

The tangential blade spacing can be determined from equation 
(16) (Patel et al., 2016, 2016; Nasir, 2013). 

𝑡𝐵 = 0.174 × 𝐷𝑜  (𝑚𝑚)     (16) 

3.7 Number of runner blades (𝒏) 

In this study, the equation (17) can be written as follows (Patel 
et al., 2016; Nasir, 2013). 

𝑛 =
𝜋×𝐷𝑜

𝑡𝐵
          (17) 

3.8 Blade radius curvature (𝒓𝑩) 

In this research, the blade radius curvature equation can be 
written as follows (Patel et al., 2016; Nasir, 2013). 

𝑟𝐵 = 0.163 × 𝐷𝑜                     (18) 

3.9 Design of the shaft diameter (𝑫𝒔) 

This research involves the optimum design of the shaft diameter 
for vertical axis small water turbines. It is designed to carry the 
load of the maximum water force exerted on the water turbine 
shaft structure. Equation (19) can be used to calculate the shaft 
diameter.  

𝐷𝑆 = 0.22 × 𝐷𝑜                     (19) 

Calculation and finding the right proportion for the set of water 
turbine wheels were done in this research by using the equation 
system relationship at (13)– (19); the results are shown in Fig. 5. 

 

 
Fig. 5 The number of runner blades in the 3D design 
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3.10 Time step calculation using blade passage (𝑻)  

The time step size for Computational Fluid Dynamics in this 
research, can be determined using equation (20) (Oladosu et al., 
2018; Autodesk Simulation CFD, 2015). 

𝑇 = 𝐷𝑜/(𝑁 × 6)                      (20) 

4.   Numerical Simulation Setting 

4.1 CFD Simulation Setting 

Based on Fig. 1, the gathered information can be used to design 
a 3D shape using the Solidworks program version 2014, as 
shown in Fig. 2. According to Fig. 2, the diameter of the water 
turbine wheel in the numerical model measured 48 mm. The 
CFD simulation was performed using the Solidworks Flow 
Simulation. The simulation was carried out in time step of 
0.0135 s. This simulation ran for 10 s. The volume flow rate was 
imposed at the inlet, and the environmental pressure at the 
outlet boundaries was equal to 101325 Pa. Wheel rotation was 
predicted using the rotating region module, set to 197, 295, 393, 
492, and 590 RPM at volume flow rates of 0.0010, 0.0015, 
0.0020, 0.0025, and 0.0030 m3/s, respectively. The mesh 
elements in the dependency tests were considered using a 
standard k −  turbulence model. The boundary condition 

setting in this research is shown in Fig. 6. 

4.2 Computational Domain Mashing 

Mesh elements can be created in this study using the Solidworks 
Flow Simulation Program. The entire computational domain 
was subdivided into about 900,000 quadrilateral mesh elements. 
The CFD meshing section of Solidworks Flow Simulation was 
performed to convert the continuous domain to a discrete 
section. Meshing validation was carried out from the third level 
mesh to the best mesh (Prasetyo et al., 2018).  
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 6 CFD simulation setting of (a) computational domain and (b) 
boundary conditions 

 
 

Fig. 7 Illustration of CFD Mesh Structure 

The mesh elements of the various sections are illustrated in Fig. 
7. According to Fig.7 shows that the meshing of each part is not 
the same as the element size. The water turbine wheel element 
size should be the most detailed due to the complexity of the 
curvature of the water turbine wheel surface.  

The residual value of all variables is less than 0.0001. If the 
calculation meets such conditions, the numerical calculations 
are considered to approach the answers according to the 
preliminary requirements, while studying the area where the 
moving reference frame (MRF) is defined along with the 
stationary work piece defined as a stationary-type mesh 
element, which is called a multiple reference frame (MRF). 

The goal of setting boundary conditions in CFD is to confine 
the discrete form of the equation so that it may be solved in a 
specific framework while also describing the flow parameters of 
the computational domain. 

4.3 Assumptions for CFD Simulation 

The CFD results of the vertical axis small water turbine for 
installation in drainage lines are presented in this section. The 
analysis and simulation were carried out using commercial 
software, namely of Solidworks Flow Simulation. 

1) The following assumptions were incorporated into the 
CFD simulation: 

-The water level is constant. 
-Analysis type is internal flow. 
-Rotation type is the local region (sliding). 
-Gravity is -Y direction equal to-9.81 m/s2. 

2) CFD analysis solution parameters 
-The periodic is equal to 0.0135 seconds. 
-The cores and memory usage are 8 cores. 

5.   Results and Discussion 

In this paper, the results of the CFD simulation are presented 
first, and then the FEA results will be present and discussed. 

5.1 CFD Simulation Results 

The results of the mesh element test concerning the 
accuracy of the rotational speed and power output of the water 
turbine wheels are shown in Fig. 8. The graph shows the 
relationship between the number of mesh elements, the rotation 
speed and the power output of the vertical-axis small water 
turbine over a range of 100,000 to 900,000 elements. As 
observed, the slope becomes constant when the number of 
model elements reaches 700,000. Thus, 900,000 elements were 
used in the CFD simulation.  

Fig. 8 graphically depicts increasing the number of mesh 
elements affects the suitability and accuracy of the analysis 
results for water turbines in this study. The graph of the power 
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output variables derived from numerical simulations in Fig. 8 
does not show the calculated loss rate of the water turbine 
system. Due to CFD, the loss rate in the working system of the 
water turbine cannot be accounted for, and when considering 
the actual operation, the electrical power variable value is 
reduced due to the loss rate in the flow system. Fig. 9 shows a 
flow field of the water speed through a set of water turbine 
wheels, during the rotation of the water turbine wheels. As 
shown by positions 1 and 2 in Fig. 9, the eddying locations of 
the water affect the pressure loss within the piping system. It 
can be observed that the average velocity remains constant 
along the pipe except for some deviation immediately around 
the water turbine rotor in positions 1 and 2. The image depicts 
the CFD velocity contour results obtained by using a water 
turbine wheel and flow rates ranging from 0.0010 to 0.0030 
m3/s, which had an effect on the water turbine wheel. This 
resulted in observable weak flow regions and clearly separated 
turbulent flow layers. 

 
 

 
Fig. 8 Graph of mesh elements test results at Q = 0.003 m3/s 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 9 Water-velocity contour of (a) Q = 0.001 m3/s, (b) Q = 0.0015 m3/s, (c) Q = 0.0020 m3/s, (d) Q = 0.0025 m3/s, and  
(e) Q = 0.0030 m3/s      
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Fig. 10 The dynamic torque coefficient of different flow rates   

 
Since flow characteristics affect turbine performance, this 

study investigates the flow velocity vectors around the water 
turbine wheels to compare the different modes, such as the 
velocity and torque parameters of the 18-blade water turbine 
installation for both wheels. In this study, when considering the 
torque coefficients, as non-dimensional measurements of the 
torque produced by a given size of wheel rotor at the water 
speed, Fig. 10 shows the torque coefficient curves of water 
turbines in the azimuth angle locations at flow rates of 0.0010–
0.0030 m3/s. The rotation speeds of the water turbine wheels 
are compared to the torque coefficient values computed using 
CFD simulations. The torque coefficient has converged and is 
undergoing large periodic changes, and there are large torque 
differences near the low and high points of the torque curves. In 
general, the smaller the time step, the higher the calculation 
accuracy. This study selects the simulation time step based on 
calculation time and accuracy. 

The empirical simulation results in this study on the 
proposed vertical-axis small water turbine for installation in the 
drainage line are summarized in Table 1. The numerical 
simulation results obtained from the calculations demonstrate 
the efficiency of a set of water turbine wheels capable of 
extracting the energy obtained from the water flowing through 
the drain at different rates. Studies have shown that the torque 
and mechanical power produced by a water turbine depend on 
the flow rate, water speed, and rotation speed. The calculated 
CFD parameters can then be applied to the design of various 
small turbine wheel sets for further high performance. The CFD 
simulation results of the study are shown in Fig. 9 and Table 1. 
The maximum torque and power generated by a small vertical-
axis water turbine when installed in drainage lines at a 
maximum flow rate of 0.0030 m3/s are 0.55 N.m and 26.84 
watts, respectively. Similarly, the maximum mechanical power 
value after calculating the rate of loss within the pipe system is 
12.95 watts when calculated using equations (13). However, 

overall efficiency can never be 100% since extracting 100% of 
the kinetic energy of flowing water requires the flow to cease. 
The conversion efficiency of a hydroelectric power plant is 
mostly determined by the kind of water turbine used and may 
be as high as 90-95% for large installations (Woodbank 
Communications Ltd, 2005; Marco, 2015). As a design guide, 
the small water turbines in this study achieved 80% 
performance efficiency. 

 
5.2 Stress Analysis Results 

In this paper, the rigidity of PVC material for designing water 
turbine wheels is determined, and stainless-steel materials are 
assigned to model the shaft and bearing units. The material 
properties of stainless steel and PVC rigid were selected with 
Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, shear modulus, and mass 
density. The material properties are shown in Table 2. 

The forces caused by water speed can subsequently be 
applied to the water turbine wheel structure. The vertical-axis 
small water turbine generator for installation in a pipeline was 
analyzed under its self-weight by applying a gravitational 
acceleration of 9.81 m/s2 in Solidworks Simulation. 

A static analysis of the vertical-axis small water turbine for 
installation in drainage lines is presented in this study using the 
numerical simulation results calculated and exported to 
simulation. Static analysis was carried out at 197, 295, 393, 492, 
and 590 rpm, respectively. Selection constraints were fixed at 
both ends of the shaft. Subsequently, the properties of the 
element for analysis can be set to solid mesh, curvature-based 
mesh, or Jacobian points for a high-quality mesh of 16 points. 
The mesh element was subdivided into 159,652 by the type of 
tetrahedron element. The Solidworks simulation results are 
discussed in the next paragraph. 

 

Table 1 
Basic document specifications. 

Volume flow 
rate (m3/s) 

Flow rate 
(L/min) 

Velocity 
(m/s) 

Speed 
(RPM) 

Speed 
(rad/s) 

Torque 
(N.m) 
(CFD) 

Pressure Drop 
(m) 

(CFD) 

Power 
(watt) 
(CFD) 

Power 
(watt) 

(Calculation) 

0.0010 60 0.494 197 20.58 0.093 0.34 5.91 4.31 
0.0015 90 0.740 295 30.84 0.144 0.39 7.44 6.47 
0.0020 120 0.987 393 41.13 0.212 0.42 9.72 8.63 
0.0025 150 1.234 492 51.42 0.313 0.48 16.09 10.79 
0.0030 180 1.481 590 61.71 0.435 0.55 26.84 12.95 
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(a) 

 

 

 
(b) 

 

 
(c) 

 

 
(d)  

 

 
(e) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 11 3D Von-Mises stress and displacement at (a) 197 rpm, (b) 295 
rpm, (c) 393 rpm, (d) 492 rpm and (e) 590 rpm 

 

 
 

Table 2 
Material Parameters (SOLIDWORKS, 2022). 

Values PVC rigid 

Young’s modulus 2,410 MPa 
Poisson’s ratio 0.3825 
Shear modulus 866.7 MPa 
Mass density 1,300 kg/m3 

Values Stainless-steel 

Young’s modulus 200,000 MPa 
Poisson’s ratio 0.28 
Shear modulus 77,000 MPa 
Mass density 7,800 kg/m3 

 

This section discusses two materials suitable in the 
manufacture of turbine blades for a water turbine for installation 
in drainage lines, such as stainless steel and rigid PVC. The 

materials for the manufacture of turbine blades and tests turbine 
blade strength are also investigated using FEA. The finite 
element models for both material types in this study are shown 
in Fig.11. The maximum von Mises stresses on the water 
turbine’s wheels at 590 rpm are shown in Fig.11(e). When 
considering the force of the water speed exerted on the turbine 
wheel structure, the total deformation, showed the highest value 
at the tip of the blade structure. The maximum value of total 
deformation at a rotation speed of 590 rpm is 0.001375 mm, as 
shown in Fig. 11(e). The wheels of a water turbine had a 
maximum rotation speed of 590 rpm, a safety factor of 15 ul 
maximum, and a minimum of 2.453. The safety factor values 
obtained in this research can be used for optimum design. 
 

 

Stainless-steel PVC rigid 

PVC rigid PVC rigid 

PVC rigid 

Stainless-steel Stainless-steel 

Stainless-steel Stainless-steel PVC rigid 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 

(d) 

 
(e) 

Fig. 12 Maximum natural frequency of mode shape for (a) mode shape 1; (b) mode shape 2; (c) mode shape 3; (d) mode shape 4; (e) mode shape 5 
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Table 3 
The natural frequency values of the vibration shape obtained from analysis. 

Mode Shape 
Frequency (Hz.) 

179 
(RPM) 

295 
(RPM) 

393 
(RPM) 

492 
(RPM) 

590 
(RPM) 

1 15.015 15.015 15.016 15.017 15.017 

2 9.671 9.671 9.671 9.671 9.671 

3 9.988 9.989 9.989 9.990 9.991 

4 22.533 22.532 22.531 22.536 22.529 

5 93.565 93.565 93.566 93.567 93.568 

5.4 Frequency analysis results 

An analysis of the natural frequencies in this research was 
conducted and performed on a range of rotational cycles for the 
water turbine blades. A water turbine wheel rotating at 197, 295, 
393, 492, and 590 rpm yielded the results presented in Table 3. 
The calculation of the natural frequency values obtained from 
the commercial software and a summary of the analysis results 
in shape mode are shown in Table 3. The results are also 
compared at each rotation speed of the turbine blade, as 
illustrated in Fig. 12. 

The geometry of the water wheel set is calculated using 
mathematical equations and optimized for finite element 
analysis. The behavioral results obtained by analyzing the 
natural frequencies generated by vibration at rotational speeds 
of 179, 295, 393, 492, and 590 rpm for each of the vibration 
shapes of the water turbine blades are depicted in Fig. 12. 
According to the finite element models of the frequency mode 
formed for both material types used in this analysis, the 
maximum mode shapes of natural frequencies are based on 
different rotation speed ranges. The results can be summarized 
as 93.565, 93.566, 93.567, and 93.568, respectively. 

Considering the frequency shape at 5, the maximum value 
obtained from the analysis in Table 3 shows significantly similar 
values. The natural frequency values affecting vibrations at 
different rotational speeds are mainly formed in the direction of 
the Y-axis.  After deriving the best model from the CFD analysis, 
FEA analyses were carried out on the wheels and blades, 
allowing the stresses and maximum values of the natural 
frequency to be calculated. The prediction of water turbine 
performance by FEA analyses, therefore, provides data on the 
loading of water velocity forces inside the water turbine model. 
It also gives information on the water force patterns that 
produce an optimum design for the development of a novel 
vertical-axis micro water turbine. The vertical-axis small water 
turbine generator for installation in a drainage line measuring 48 
mm diameter was tested in a drainage line with a flow inlet of 
50.8 mm or 2 inches. The vertical-axis water turbine (Zhuohuan 
et al., 2020) was fitted to a set of pipes with a diameter of 100 
mm and tested at a speed of 2.1 m/s, with a generating 
capability of up to 18.3 watts at a rotational speed of 579 RPM. 
When comparing the numerical simulation results in the field of 
electricity generation between Zhuohuan et al. and the novel 
vertical-axial small water turbine generator for installation in the 
drain line, a difference of 31.81% was found. 

The numerical results obtained by CFD and FEA 
simulations lead to the further development of prototypes for 
small turbines installed in a drainage line to produce electricity. 
Based on the results of the study and the design of the vertical-
axis small water turbine generator for installation in a drainage 
line in this research, this type of vertical-axis small water turbine 
can be applied to any closed flow drainage line. The water 
turbine shape developed is intended to be easily fitted to various 

types of water drainage lines. Besides, it can be adjusted with 
nuts and screws to enable disassembly if required 

6.   Conclusions 

This study investigates the optimization of the power output to 
maintain the performance of vertical axis small water turbines 
installed into a drainage line system. From the observations 
made in this research, it can be concluded that the vertical-axis 
small water turbine generator is suitable for water pipeline and 
drainage line systems. The mechanical efficiency appears to be 
80% for different head and water flow rates. In addition, the 
actual analysis results are based on theoretical and 
experimental fluid computation. The basics of designing and 
analyzing the mechanical parts of the small vertical-axis water 
turbine generator for installation in pipelines are based on the 
general principles of water turbine design after determining the 
available specifications 

The completion of FEA numerical simulations can enable 
the calculation of deformation results and natural frequencies. 
CFD simulation calculates the results of rotational speeds and 
the level of power water turbines are ultimately able to produce. 
The mechanical efficiency, designed and calculated to at around 
80%, is very good for a novel vertical axis small water turbine 
generator designed for installation in a drainage line. 

The calculation of variables derived from mathematical 
equations and numerical simulation appears to be the best 
combination for constructing an efficient vertical axis micro 
water turbine generator to be installed in a drainage line. 
Furthermore, successful implementation will help to alleviate 
power demands in Thailand with minimal installation costs and 
negligible maintenance. 
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